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About This Game

Taichi’s in a rough spot in his life. In debt and without any other options, he ended up with a low paying cleaning job at a resort
with a manager who won’t get off his back. He thought that it would be boring and uneventful… But then, two wand wielding
girls appear before him. In the few moments that follow, he learns that evil is a real, tangible force and that magic is also real.

Although he tries his best to avoid getting involved, the two girls drag him into their battle with the forces of evil. A third girl
later appears, tempting him with work that is a bit darker than what he is used to. Will he be able to resist temptation and defeat

the evil that is accumulating in the resort?

Yuki is someone who wholeheartedly believes in her mission as a magical girl. She is energetic and performs her job with a
passion. There is a slight awkwardness about her when she ends up in an embarrassing situation. She possesses a number of
powerful spells and techniques, some of which hardly seem befitting of a girl who supposedly uses the power of love to cast
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magic.

Although she enjoys her work as a magical girl, Hikari seems to treat it as she would any other job. She is kind, and the more
level headed girl between her and Yuki. She believes in eradicating evil, and is someone who very much holds love dearly in her

heart. She seems to be troubled by something at times, but does her best to make sure that she gets the job done.

Although she is a magical girl, Ayame is very different from Yuki and Hikari. She does not draw her power from love, but
rather through the manipulation of what she calls ‘negative karma’. Through this power, she is able to control evil entities she

encounters. She is a domineering personality and seems to relish teasing Taichi, saying whatever she can to get a reaction out of
him. However, Taichi suspects that her actions and words do not reflect who she truly is.
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Title: Sakura Magical Girls
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Winged Cloud
Publisher:
Winged Cloud
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 1.2 GHz Pentium 4

Graphics: 1280 x 720

English
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kyoko sakura magical girl. cardcaptor sakura vs magical girl lyrical nanoha. sakura magical girls

https://youtu.be/aZK6Cq8LvUU

This visual novel aims for the lowest bars possible and still stumbles clearing them. There are very few choices to make, the
game uses only a small number of backgrounds, and also fails to include art for important characters.

It tries to coast on the art of the girls alone, but it's a thin layer over a pretty weak experience.. this one I found to be lacking
compared to others. Nice game with 18+ patch. 100% Completed game in 5 min.. Sakura Magical Girls R18 Review

Love vs. Evil lies in your future with the latest Sakura release…

Some key points that this game offers:

1. Beautiful art work.

Things this game lacks:

1. It’s 2017 and Winged Cloud still publishes visual novels with static images. Sure the artwork is great, but at this stage it’s a
drag, they can do better and they should. They’ve published more than enough visual novels to evolve to the next stage.
2. The game feels rushed. The story is short and shallow, it lacks emotion and an actual story line, it doesn’t read well, and it’s
over before you know it, with no actual character progression besides for the ‘teaser’ they call a novel.
3. It feels like the game was purely made as an X-rated visual novel which they patched so that the non-X-rated fans will also
buy it, and by patching it they made the already shallow story feel even emptier with dead spots where the story simply just cuts
off.
4. This simply proves to me that Winged Cloud is busy devolving and has started publishing more and more empty, shallow and
poor excuses for a story so that fans would keep on buying them, yet this title isn’t even worth the price whether it was cut in
half. I feel sorry for the illustrator, it is amazing artwork behind this game, and this accompanying story just ruins it.

Gameplay & Controls:

Not much in terms of controls to mention, at this stage if you’ve played one Sakura Game published by Winged Cloud you
mastered the controls for them all. It hasn’t changed at all. You simply sit back with the Auto button telling the story for you at
the speed you choose. You can also choose to manually progress the story by using the LFM to move on to the next scene, the
RMB brings up the menu, with the middle mouse button or H button hiding the UI for screenshot. The concept behind visual
novel controls are all fine and well, it’s just the poor repetition and lack of creativity or will power to rise to the next stage that
really dampens this game.

MGRza: 5/10

Graphics:

We have fantastic art as always, it is pretty much the only feature that this game has that makes it noteworthy; unfortunately it is
not enough to save this title. As with previous Sakura titles we can choose to play Full screen or Window Mode with a resolution
of 1280x720 which is not bad, but this isn’t 2017, resolution options should have been there along with settings on how we
wanted the animated scenes to look and feel and move, yet we have none of that. Winged Cloud has given us another empty
game where they took a brilliant artists art and used them in a shallow low budget game which ruins the true potential of what it
could have been. Their Visual Novels should have moved onto the next phase in animated scenes several releases ago already.

The Graphics gets an 8 for outstanding visuals, the scenes and characters are really creatively and beautifully drawn, rich and
vibrant in colour, but the drawback and lack of animated scenes and actual character movement and facial expressions make the
graphics section a failure at 4 points, should the artist ever read this, at least they were graded separately for their amazing work.

MGRza 4/10
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Sounds:

Another vital part of any game that is hollow, it’s the same melody over and over, it feels like they took the first 10 seconds of
actual songs and then added them to certain scenes to play over and over again. All that this does is make an already boring story
more dreadful to read and enjoy. The game lacks any actual in game sounds or character sounds, the options in the menu for
them are there but they do not exist. We have that atrocious option to press V to have an automatic voice to voice the scripts
which doesn’t help the story at all, it makes it even hollower and void of any actual creative input. The game is best played with
your own music or the game volume at a really low volume.

MGRza: 4/10

Replayability:

The game has some achievements that requires at least two full playthroughs where you do not choose the same choice options
again, in these two playthroughs you can also obtain all the Gallery scenes so unless you plan to patch the game after these two
playthroughs with the adult patch to see what it looks like from that view point the game doesn’t really offer any reason to
replay.

MGRza: 5/10

MGRza’s Conclusions:
Spoilers ahead:

Sakura Magical Girls may be the latest release from Winged Cloud but, it is a failure at best. As you’ve read in the above
sections, this release really has nothing new to offer except for some new art work this time at a Hotel Holiday resort. The story
revolves around Taichi a young man with anger issues who has a knack for making the wrong choices which landed him with a
terrible job and in enough debt not to quit it. From there on the witnesses a supernatural monster which he isn’t supposed to and
soon after that he meets the Magical Girls and the poorly thought out adventure begins.
The story really comes across interesting and like it’s going to be great, but that is all it is. Not nearly enough attention has been
invested into this one. The story is over before you know it, there is no actual story within the story, character backgrounds don’t
exist besides for Taichi’s which makes him sound like a fresh out of school character but plays off as someone who’s in his
twenties.

There is no need to delve more into this; this game truly failed in every aspect it should have excelled at, however it would seem
that one aspect the game has to offer with intent is open perversion which might be all fine and dandy for the X-rated version. It
would be easy to assume that they tried to milk both markets being by delivering an X-rated and a non-X–rated version of the
game. I can argue here saying that they didn’t even bother to make sure that once they cut out all the X-rated content the non-X-
rated version will still play well and the story progresses without too much issue, but they never even bothered to make sure that
the story was an actual story to begin with.

This is also another title they have released which ended with the concept that a sequel is probable, since they end the story as
such but this simply does not happen, it seems more like they are trying to dump as many stories these days instead of creating a
one of a kind story line.

The adult patch:

It starts by continuing some of the scenes, In Yuki’s solo scene a slime monster gets hold of her melting her clothes away then it
starts sexually violating her, the scene plays out and then the next day Hikaris scene starts and play out in the same way. The
patch also adds some new scripts to the game here and there. Some scenes lead to sexual acts between Taichi and the girls. That
is about it for the X-rated patch, certain in game scenes have been slightly altered to show some nudity such as Yuki’s nipples
during the first cruise once she gets splashed with water.

MGRza: 4/10

By: MGR
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Overall Score 44%

Additional info:
Platforms: PC: Mac
Genre: Visual Novel: Anime: Sexual Content
Tag Line: Lovely truly does conquer all…
Censor Rating: NSFW
Age Rating: 18
Developer: Winged Cloud
Publisher: Winged Cloud
Release Date: 23 February 2017

MGRza Steam Curator:
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/32364038/

Full reviews here:
https://mgrza.wordpress.com/. well it exists, I don't remember why I bought it.. 20/10 loved it
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It's Wanaca so 11 from 10. i bought a copy. Then i bought one for a friend. I have one less friend. With patch this is a solid
15/10. Fap material for days!. Where's the boooooobbbbssss???. I guess this one's ok, I'd say it was quite bland slice of life
intertwined with some lewd moments. The story seems similar to the other sakura games though.
I guess I just don't find these kinds of games as enjoyable any more.. great game worth the $10 i woudl have otherwise spent on
a magazine or library card.. 2d anim tiddies wamen
Good wank enjoyed the story. (You can laugh / bulli . I allow you.) But honestly, what more could i possibly say?  . Saw it.
Loved it. Bought it.. Donated 1$ to the Wikimedia Foundation so I could give all this♥♥♥♥♥♥negative reviews. Its trash like
this that's killing steam.. Great VN, MC is pretty funny and the story was enjoyable.

+1 for a MC who isn't a complete wuss or idiot for once.

sequel pls thank.

ᴀʏᴀᴍᴇ ɪs ʙᴇsᴛ ɢɪʀʟ, ғɪɢʜᴛ ᴍᴇ.

8/10
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